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To Whom It May Concern,



I believe that the culinary heritage is one of the most significant and pleasant aspects of the human history.

Over thousands of years the human race have been

dedicating its effort, intelligence and emotions to create

numberless delicasies and flavours.

In the vivid history, as the human continued to cook the

present recipes, it was in a constant search for new flavours. It’s zest and culinary knowledge have developed.

But he wasn’t satisfied with the existing raw material, so

he planted better and more fresh plants for cooking

more delicious food. He created the kitchen area in his

home, which after thousands’ of years evolution, turned

into a gathering and socializing place for people.

The mystical side of the kitchen area, which makes us

to choose it to come together, is not only the food itself. There are various factors attracting our senses in the

kitchen like smell, sound, effort, sometimes laughter, music and presentation...

The cooking activity did improve five senses of human,

additionally reached out it’s spatial borders for new

forms like cafes, restaurants etc., which became the socializing areas for human allowing them to take pleasure

of life. Human enjoying life, worked for better conditions

and the civilizations bloomed.

The gastronomy came forward as the artistic and dynamic form of the culinary efforts connecting the culture and culinary heritage with a closer bond. Dynamic, because today’s gastronomy world is in a constant

change. Different cuisines and flavours from all over the



world are being mixed and new recipes created every

day. The aim of the gastronomy world nowadays, is

supporting the local production, preserving local seeds

and ecological balance, healthy living and reach many

connecting goals for sustainable culinary world.

Seferihisar’s culinary cuisine is based on Aegean culinary

rich on vegatables and greens, but also effected by different cultures. In the last eight years Seferihisar Municipality adopted a policy named ‘From the Seed to the

Plate’ with the motto ‘Alternative Agriculture is Possible’,

where Seferihisar became a model of sustainable local

development in Turkey.

From the Seed to the Plate Project enables the local producers to sell their products directly to the customer. We

target to increase the standard of living for the farmers.

We achieved many positive accomplishments through:

1.	 The local producers started to refrain from emigrating

to the urban areas.

2.	 The local producers opt for farming plants with additional value like lavender, asparagus, orchid etc.

3.	 Thanks to the municipal support, the existing agricultural bearings are being processed for more durable

and promotional products like dried tangerines or

lavender oil.

4.	 The urban population is provided fresh and healthy

nutrition at the local producers’ market.

5.	 The contuing rural living enabled the protection of

cultural and historical heritage with the guidance of

the municipality.

6.	 The promotion of production and increased additional values made it possible for the culinary heritage to

flourish thanks to the endeavour of women.

We aim now for better intentive activities on Seferihisar

cuisine in a way to meet the criteria of UNESCO and share

our experiences with our counterparts. I kindly would like

to forward you our application for joining UNESCO Creative City Network and we would be honoured to be

accepted as a gastronomy city.

Yours Sincerely,



Tunç SOYER

Mayor
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SEFERIHISAR: TURKEY IN THE FUTURE



In 2009, we promised to start transforming Seferihisar into

a world brand known for history and culture, a city, which

would rely on agricultural development and renewable

energy. After a period of four years, we reached a point

to say “ Seferihisar: Turkey in the Future”. We never considered ourselves as a successful municipality just because

we provide services like constructing roads and collecting garbages etc. Rather, we devised projects. We felt

responsible for the health of our children, the water that

they are drinking. We did our best to assure equality between men and women, happiness to the elderly, provide health of the community and build bridges through

generations. As we promised, tourism sector did grow

and investments increased with businessmen flowing to

our district. At last, we become a city that all Turkey is

talking about as well as the world is curious about. We

focused our efforts on creating a long-term model rather

than day-to-day projects. Thus, the goal of “Seferihisar:

Turkey of the Future” arose. This target is not a political

eyewash. It is a cultural movement we hope to spread

from Seferihisar to all over Turkey. It is a project where we

think of universal and take concrete and befitting steps,

which will also strengthen our Cittaslow network as being

Turkey’s Cittaslow capital. As such, we met with so many

scientists, artists, opinion leaders as well as intellectuals to

ask for their opinion and finally we plotted out our road

map known as 5 main objectives.

Our objectives are as follows,

1) High quality of life,

2) Participatory governance,

3) Peaceful living,

4) Preserved culture and nature,

5) World citizenship

As of 2014, we have been finalized 41 projects.
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THE GENERAL OUTLOOK OF THE CITY



80% of the population in Seferihisar is engaged in agriculture. After mandarines, vegetables, especially olives,

viticulture and artichokes are notable agricultural products. Greenhouse farming is expanding year by year.

Various aquaculture and agricultural development cooperatives has been operating in our city. The industrial

and commercial activities are based on agriculture such

as olive oil production, dairy farming, fresh fruit and vegetable packing. Fishery continues to maintain its economic importance. After joining the international slow

city movement Cittaslow in 2009, tourism has become

one of the important sectors contributing to the economy of the region. In this respect the city has a great

development potential.

Seferihisar is one of the most important areas of the Aegean region in terms of possessing huge reserves of geothermal resources. There is a fishing harbor in Sığacık

neighborhood and a yacht marina named Teos Marina

with a capacity of 400 yachts. Since the opening of the

customs gate in 2016, passengers can travel directly to

Greece’s Samos island via ferries available several days

a week.



Seferihisar, which became Turkey’s first Slow City (Cittaslow) in November 2009, is a district 45 km’s from Izmir

with a population of 37.700. Seferhisar’s Cittaslow application was approved in a very short time thanks to

the fact that most of the criteria have already been met

in life style has already been present in our district with

a long coastline, existing renewable energy resources,

especially mandarine, olives and other well-known local

products.

Agriculture and in particular olives have dominated

the economy in Seferihisar for long, however in the recent years, citrus fruits (especially mandarine of satsuma) and artichoke cultivation, ornamental plants and

greenhouse farming have become important means of

income. The most important export product is Satsuma

mandarine.
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Within the area of 386 km2 of Seferihisar, there are so

many historical and cultural values such as ancient cities, castles and monuments, mosques and baths. The

Sığacık Kalesi (Castle of Sığacık) from these is among

the pre-eminent cultural assets. Sığacık which is 5 km

away from the center of Seferihisar, is among the places

where the slow life philosophy is felt the most and visible.

Sığacık Citadel, a small fishing town in Sığacık served as

a base for Ottoman naval forces and was later used as a

customs control center. Since then, the citadel has been

a residential area for nearly 500 years.

Another important historical monument is the city of ancient Teos. It is estimated that Teos had been established

by the Cretans , who escaped from the Achaeans in

2000 BC. It was one of the 12 Ionian city states located

on Anatolian peninsula and Aegean islands. In addition

to being the most important port of that period, Teos is

known historically as “City of Artists”.

According to Seferihisar culture inventory published by

İzmir Provincial Directorate of Culture, there are a number of registered cultural monuments. These include various mosques, Turkish baths and madrasas, aqueducts

and spas, tumulus and ancient cities.
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SEFERIHISAR’S MOTIVATION FOR APPLICATION



After designated as a member of Cittaslow, Seferihisar

Municipality became one of the leading municipalities

in Turkey since it did not only associate healthy and sustainable urban development with economic growth,

but it also proved of aiming to protect its own natural,

historical and cultural heritage.

The city was aware of the benefits of globalization, but

then realized that the pace of globalization did not

meet people’s basic needs as expected. The pace of

live became too fast to enjoy the beauty of nature or

the flavour of food. The food was losing its nutritional value because of fast production chain.

Climate change has been a fundamental issue in the

last decades. Even though we take quick precautions

for this issue, the negative effects will last for years. In

other words, this struggle requires slow, decisive but fundamental action.

Because of this fact, Habitat conferences (HABITAT III)

held first in 1976, the second in 1996 and the third was

organized with the title of “New Urban Agenda” last

year. Within the context of the conference, how to plan

and manage cities and villages in the frame of climate

change and sustainable development came into the

global agenda.

At the 21th century, cities are accepted as solution-partners at the international ground.

During the UN summits, the sustainable development

goals (SDG) for 2030 has been set. These goals are divided into 17 sustainability criteria like eradicating poverty and hunger, improving food chain, raising education levels, sustaining gender equality, providing clean

water, using renewable energy, creating local employment, fighting against climate change and global collaboration for implementing peace.

The direct implemetentation of these criteria happen in

the cities, where the governance have raised capacity

and abilities in solving local problems. Nevertheless the

cities became the most important leg in ensuring global

peace, prosperity and development.
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Seferihisar Municipality implemented many projects by

means of reaching 2030 SDG’s and especially focused

on the preserving and promoting agriculture. The municipality implemented projects to empower women and

enhance employment options particulary in the food

sector. Seferihisar Municipality initiated the establishment of producer markets, which enabled immediate

trade between the local producers and the customers.

The local products sold in these markets can also be purchased online on these web sites: www.seferipazar.com

and www.seferibakkal.com. This IT project was awarded

by Turkish Assemby, gained recognition, which resulted

in implementation of identical projects by other municipalities.



boost inspiration and creativity for developing new ideas like no other.



The rate of emigration from rural to urban areas raises

dramatically in the last decades. Local farmers are unlikely to compete with large-scale industrial farming, the

diversity of species strained. When local farmers, which

can’t earn enough for their living by agriculture, they

prefer to migrate to cities for better employment options, but end up as unqualified workforce. Seferihisar

Municipality does it’s best to improve the life standards

of local farmers and women.

They key for a healthy food chains is seed. For this reason, we decided to preserve the local seeds and initiated a seed swap festival first time in Turkey, where farmers

from the entire region gather to swap native seeds and

knowledge about traditional farming practices. We protected the land, forests, water resources and the sea.

We also adopted projects regarding urban resilience

and solidarity. In order to create the written record of the

city, we made interviews with the elderly residents and

published it under the name “Memoirs of Seferihisar”. We

worked in establishing a common culture respecting diversity.

Seferihisar residents are happy are proud to live in this

city.

Being local in this global age is a significant asset, but

collaboration with other local communities and joining

networks is equally important. The intercultural relations
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We would like to follow this path we started with Cittaslow

and proceed further with being a member of UNESCO

Creative Cities Network.
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FOR A BETTER, HEALTHIER AND FAIRER FOOD CHAIN:

ALTERNATIVE FARMING IS POSSIBLE!



enterprises are more versatile and resistent to crisis. This

model based on local production, when combined with

educational seminars and monetary support, works pretty efficiently on meeting social and institutional needs

(food security and food chains).

Local agricultural cooperatives are essential for alternative farming. We opt for new generation cooperatives

with members from different sectors like farmers, environmentalists and scientists.

In summary, our way to healthy food chain has four steps:

First, producer only farmers’ markets, secondly, establishment of producer unions and cooperatives to dismiss the

price-cutting wholesalers, third, processing the food to

add a sales value, at last and maybe the most important

one, preserving the local seeds.



Five years ago, Seferihisar Municipality started implemeting a unique project named “Alternative Farming is Possible” for protecting the local producers.

This project signifies production cycles based by defined

principles grounded in traditional farming methods like

preserving the soil, refraining from using chemical pesticides, securing the fair and efficient distribution of water, preserving the flora, fauna and the human life and

improving health conditions. It is also essential for us to

sustain efficent production.



Seferihisar Mayor summarizes the agricultural advance

in these words: “...For this purpose we made an olive

oil auction. Iniatiated the foundation of Nature House.

We founded the mandarine packaging facility and endorsed it. Started producing lavender, distilled it to produce lavender oil. We managed to dry mandarines and

created an industrial product. These were important application samples of our agricultural policy. We experienced the processes in the greenhouses, the production

cycle of dried mandarines. The question is how to live in

harmony with nature, since human is a part of it. We visited a school for nature-friendly living. The human think of

themselves as the ruler of the universe, which is not true.

Human can not empower nature. The more harmonious

we are with nature, the more happy we are. The courses

provided by Seferihisar Nature House are therefore efficient. “



“Alternative Farming is Possible” serves for striking goals:

The farmers may produce and earn more and not renounce farming.

The recent researches made in South America, Europe

and Asia indicate that unlike the general sense, rural

14
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FROM THE SEED TO THE PLATE:

CAN YUCEL SEED CENTER



Can Yucel Seed Center founded in 2011 reproducing the local seeds and distributing them for free

among farmers in need. Their motto is “The seed

bank is the soil”. The center started organizing seed

swap festivals to distribute seeds and knowledge

among people and managed to secure the free

swapping all year.

Can Yucel Seed Center establishes projects about

preserving seeds and enabling long-term healthy

food production in all over Anatolia. The first seed

swap festival of Turkey was organized by this center,

which raised awaress for preservation of genuine

seeds.
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Can Yucel Seed Center also enabled children to

actively engage in agriculture by

hosting

various

workshops. The

seedlings

produced from seeds

of

endangered

species

were

planted to the prepared fields at the

schools. Thanks to

this activity, the children at the eight

different schools became familiar with

cultivating land and

growing plants. The

children are also given the opportunity to

sell the harvest at the

producers’ market.
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